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Background

Data East Greenland

The relationship of topography and crustal structure in the North Atlantic
Caledonides in the background of isostatic compensation and
geological evolution remains matter of discussion.
The entire geological evolution related to the formation of this area,
including convergent, collisional and divergent regimes, erosional as well
as sub-lithospheric processes have to be considered for the
understanding of the region.
The most recent results of a geophysical study in the
East Greenland Caledonides, mainly focussing on
P-S Receiver Functions and a comparison with a
similar study in Norway will be presented.
Figure 1: Location map
RF-studies (red), previous studies (black), Greenland
Caledonian Thrust Belt (CTB) (grey) [6]

The 11 east-west oriented broad band seismometers of the Ella-Ø-array
transect the East Greenland Caledonides over approx. 270 km from the
Greenland ice sheet to the coastline at about 73° N.
High elevation, flat surfaces and abrupt topography changes towards
extensive fjord systems dominate the area. FA (Fig. 3d) shows high
correspondence to this landscape.
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Figure 2: East Greenland MOHO depth

a: 8 km/s velocity depth [km], used wide-angle seismic profiles ( dark grey), b: topography
[m] and wide angle profiles (yellow), c: BA [mGal], d: FA [mGal];
approx. CTB [6] (light grey) and the detailed study area (red)

Results
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From wide-angle seismic data [1]-[5] a crustal velocity model has been
initially compiled (Fig. 2a).

A west-east shallowing Moho conversion can be observed in the RFs (Fig.
9,10), which is in general agreement with the wide angle and gravity
data (Fig. 8). Furthermore an eastward inclining (25°-30°) positive RF
response can be seen. This structure is dipping from the crust-mantle
transition in the west to 100 km depth or more in the eastern end of the
profile.
Figure 8: Gravity & Topography
Free-air-gravity (upper), Topography (middle)
and Bouguer-gravity (lower) along the profile
(red) and averaged over a frame of 200 km
width along the profile (black)
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Figure 9: Projection of 3D migrated RFs
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The Moho as well as prominent eastward
dipping conversions can be resolved. The Moho
conversions are roughly matching with the
interpolated wide-angle data (black).
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Figure 10: Stacked RFs
The RFs show a clear Moho response. Simple
stacks fail to show the structural detail
revealed by the 3D migration (Fig. 9).

Figure 3: Ella-Ø-array

a: MOHO depth [km], station positions (squares), profile (black) and station projections
(circles), b: topography [m], c: BA [mGal], d: FA [mGal]

Comparison
The East Greenland and the Scandinavian Caledonides share a common geological evolution. Once after the
collision of Laurentia and Baltica, forming the same Orogen, gravitational collapse, rifting and sea floor spreading
yet again led to the separation of the Caledonides and the continent. The present structures thereby are naturally
closely related. The Norwegian Caledonides were previously studied with P-S RFs [11] on two profiles, the
Hardangervidda- (HAV, south) and the Jotunheimen-profile (JTH, north) (both Fig.11). The data were recomputed
with the same parameter settings to allow better comparison.
Figure 11: Comparison East Greenland & Scandinavian Caledonides
RF projection profiles of the Ella-Ø- (a), JTH- (b, d black) and HAV-profile (c, d red). Dashed black lines: Moho depth interpretation
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Conclusion
All acquired data and previous studies in the East Greenland
Caledonides indicate a shallowing Moho depth from the Caledonian
Orogen in the west (~50 km) towards the continental margin in the east
(~25 km) with a rather plane central part (~30 km). The recognition in all
data makes this trend highly reliable. The results promote the idea and
main conclusion of the presence of a crustal root, mirroring the
topography and thereby mainly Airy type isostatic compensation, as also
seen on the conjugate Scandinavian margin.

The eastward dipping sub-moho conversion is a robust feature as well,
observed for a variety of tested convolution methods and stacking
options in the processing of the RFs. This lineament can not be
reproduced as multiples from the wide angle crustal model, but might be
related to the observed steep Moho offset at 50 km profile distance (Fig.
9). This uppermost mantle structure might indicate a remnant collisional
feature of pre-Caledonian age.
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